
The Lens People

Olivia Wittet from The Lens 
People is known for her candid, 
laid back and unobtrusive docu- 
style videography.  Making her a 
favoured female videographer in 

the cotswold area. Providing 
unique and unforgettable 

wedding films, both indoors and 
outdoors.

Since 2016
The Lens People have been 

providing wedding film 
coverage to couples across the 

UK

The Lens People

27 Campden Close
Witney, OX28 5YH

07465 407699
thelenspeople@gmail.com
www.thelenspeople.co.uk

Wedding Film Brochure |  2023

Extras
Extra film coverage from £100/Hour
Second Videographer - £500/a day

  
------------------------------------------

Ceremony in full - £350
  

Speeches in full - £350
 

Wedding Preview - £200
 

Dogcam - £100
  

Marryoke - £550
------------------------------------------

Digital Download - £25
USB stick - £50

Unedited Footage - £250
 

Professional Wedding Videography



The Classic PackageThe Basic Package The Premium Package

Videography 
Packages

Film coverage from the morning 
preparations through to the first 
dance, plus 30 minutes of coverage 
after the first dance. This package 
includes a Wedding Film around 
20 -30 minutes in length, edited to 
music selected by the couple. Plus 
the ceremony and speeches in full 
as separate videos, and a next day 
preview.

Film coverage of the wedding day 
from the ceremony, through to the 
speeches. This package includes a 
Highlights Film of around 10 
minutes in length, showing the key 
moments of the day, edited to 
music selected by The Lens 
People.

£995
Film coverage from the ceremony 

through to the first dance. This 

package includes a Highlights Film 

around 10 minutes in length, edited 

to music selected by The Lens 

People. Plus both the ceremony and 

speeches in full as separate videos. 

£1295 £1595

CEREMONY - SPEECHES CEREMONY - FIRST DANCE
 

MORNING PREP - FIRST DANCE
 plus 30 mins coverage after first dance



The Basic Package covers the core part of the wedding day from the ceremony through to the speeches. The
footage from the day will be edited into a wedding highlights film, around 10 minutes in length, showing the key
moments of the day, edited to music selected by The Lens People. The ceremony and speeches will be filmed in
full on multiple cameras, and there will be an opportunity after the wedding day to purchase either, or both the
ceremony and speeches in full as separate videos. The couple can expect to receive their Wedding Highlights
Film online via Vimeo within 10 Weeks of the wedding day. The vimeo link will be private and will require a
password to access the video, meaning your special moments will only be seen by those you share the
password and link with. Once the couple confirm they are happy with the highlights film, the video will be sent to
the couple as a digital download via WeTansfer, 

The Basic 
Package

CEREMONY   |   DRINKS RECEPTION   |   SPEECHES

FEATURES
 

One videographer
 

Coverage of your ceremony, 
drinks reception & speeches

 

Wedding Highlights Film
music selected by The Lens People

 

Digital download

£995



The Classic Package covers the main part of the wedding day from the
ceremony through to the first dance. The footage from the day will be edited into
a wedding highlights film, around 10 minutes in length, showing the key
moments of the day, edited to music selected by The Lens People. The
ceremony and speeches will be filmed in full on multiple cameras and will be
available as separate videos. The couple can expect to receive their Wedding
Highlights Film online via Vimeo within 8 Weeks of the wedding day. The vimeo
link will be private and will require a password to access the video, meaning your
special moments will only be seen by those you share the password and link
with. Once the couple confirm they are happy with the highlights film, it will be
added to a wooden USB stick along with the ceremony and the speeches, and
will be sent to the couple on a USB stick.

CEREMONY TO FIRST DANCE

The Classic
Package

FEATURES
 

One videographer
 

Coverage from the ceremony, 
through to the first dance

 

Wedding Highlights Film
music selected by The Lens 

People
 

Ceremony and Speeches in 
full as separate videos

 
Wooden USB Stick 

 Containing the Wedding 
Highlights Film, the ceremony in 

full and the speeches in full

£1295



The Premium Package covers the wedding from the the morning prep through to
the first dance. The couple will receive a wedding preview the day after the
wedding which can be shared via social media. The footage from the day will be
edited into a feature film, around 20 - 30 minutes in length, showing the key
moments of the day, edited to music selected by the couple. The ceremony and
speeches will be filmed in full on multiple cameras and will be available as
separate videos. The couple can expect to receive their Feature Film online via
Vimeo within 6 Weeks of the filling in the edit form. The vimeo link will be private
and will require a password to access the video, meaning your special moments
will only be seen by those you share the password and link with. Once the couple
confirm they are happy with the feature film, it will be added to a premium USB
stick along with the ceremony, speeches, and next day preview will be sent to the
couple on a USB stick.

The Premium 
Package

MORNING PREP TO FIRST DANCE 

FEATURES
 

One videographer
 

Coverage from morning prep 
through to your first dance

plus 30 mins party coverage after 
the first dance

 

Next Day Wedding Preview
 

Feature Film
music selected by the couple

 

Ceremony and Speeches in full 
as separate videos

 

Premium USB Stick
Containing the Feature Film, 

wedding preview, the ceremony in 
full and the speeches in full

 

£1595
+ 30 mins party coverage after first dance

 


